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GEO1 implemented thoughtful planning to maximize efficiency in acquisition, while adapting to the
unique challenges that flight restrictions present. The team selected a base close to the scope area,
allowing them to safely land during inclement weather and rapidly deploy as soon as favorable flight
conditions were observed, minimizing grounded time.
Flights were strategically planned alongside representatives from USGS and NPS. The acquisition
crew flew at 1400 ft to minimize disruptions to local wildlife and park visitors. Flight paths were also
designed to acquire lidar data with a 50% sidelap, which ensured abundant returns of the ground and
all levels of the tree column.

Significance
The data acquired by GEO1 will first be run through AI-driven analyses
to determine the coordinates and quantitative measurements of each
tree in the area. Once the data is publicly accessible, individuals and
organizations can explore the site, discover new capabilities that lidar
offers in understanding forested environments, and continue to expand
scientific and cultural knowledge of Muir Woods.
With this project, GEO1 demonstrates that lidar can be used to
accomplish large scale digital archiving of the environment. This has
the potential to transform the current outlook we hold of conservation
and preservation of the natural world.
GEO1 recognizes that the scope area for this project, Muir Woods National Monument, encompasses land that
was historically inhabited and unceded by the Coast Miwok people. We honor the Coast Miwok community, their
ancestors, and the enduring ties they hold to this land.
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In the summer of 2021, GEO1 acquired lidar, RGB, and NIR imagery of
the Muir Woods National Monument. The endeavor was planned and
executed in partnership with The Earth Archive, who will receive the data
at no cost. The data will also be donated to USGS to be incorporated
into their 3DEP database and made publicly accessible for download
and independent analysis.
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